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In this paper, we investigate how market competition contributes to the expression of overconfidence among
those competing for influence. We find evidence that market competition exacerbates the tendency to express

excessive confidence. This evidence comes from experiments in which advisors attempt to sell their advice.
In the first, advisors must compete with other advice sellers. In the second, advisors and their customers are
paired. Advisors are overconfident in both studies and it helps advisors sell their advice. However, competition
between advisors in the market further exacerbates overconfidence. In a third study, we demonstrate that the
market competition drives overconfidence even when advisors vary in quality. We also investigate the strategic
expressions and interpretations of confidence by both sides in the exchange.
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1. Introduction
The presidency of George W. Bush was marked by
what some have called steady resolve and others have
called stubborn inflexibility. President Bush’s 2004 re-
election campaign claimed that he and Vice Presi-
dent Richard Cheney offered “steady leadership in
times of change.” By contrast, the Bush campaign
painted its Democratic opponent, John Kerry, as an
unreliable waffler who had a tendency to change his
mind. In one telling moment in their first Presidential
debate when Bush accused Kerry of indecisiveness,
Bush remarked, “I just know how this world works,
and that in the councils of government, there must be
certainty from the U.S. president” (South Florida Sun-
Sentinel 2004). Was Bush right? For decision makers
to be effective, do they have to inflate their expressed
certainty in a chosen course of action? Or is it possible
that Bush exaggerated his certainty about “how this
world works?”
These issues are not confined to presidential pol-

itics. Instead, there exist a wide variety of contexts
in which overly confident individuals wield dispro-
portionate influence (see Koehler et al. 2002). It is,
for example, the most confident political forecasters
who are in the greatest demand by the press (Tetlock
2005). Nevertheless, despite bold claims to the con-
trary, political forecasters, as a group, do not have
a particularly strong track record of accurately pre-
dicting how world events will unfold (Tetlock 2005).

Although confidence and charisma help aspiring
leaders attain influence (Anderson and Kilduff 2009),
there are ample grounds to question whether these
leaders are actually more effective (Waldman et al.
2001). Although the confidence leaders express often
gives people faith that they can affect organizational
performance (Meindl et al. 1985), big changes in
executive leadership produce only small changes in
key organizational outcomes (Pfeffer 1977). Manage-
ment consultants, too, are better at generating faith
in their solutions than in achieving actual results
(Mickelthwait and Wooldridge 1996).
In this paper, we focus on the strategic dynam-

ics between those aspiring to be influential and the
audiences they try to win over. Thus we distin-
guish between the producers and receivers of judg-
ment (Yaniv and Foster 1995, 1997). Whether the
producers of judgments are managers, consultants,
forecasters, or political candidates, these would-be
advisors frequently find themselves in competition
with others in their attempts to influence poten-
tial recipients (employees, customers, voters, etc.).
Some prior research has focused on producers (e.g.,
Russo and Schoemaker 1992). Other research has
focused on receivers (e.g., Price and Stone 2004). Some
research has utilized both producers and receivers
(e.g., Sniezek and Buckley 1995), but not in a way
that allows for actual competition between produc-
ers, as exists in most organizations and markets. Thus
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previous studies have captured some but not all of
the key features of these relationships.
Here we examine the exchange between producers

and receivers within a dynamic market environment.
Specifically, we investigate the possibility that these
competitive markets for influence (e.g., advice, lead-
ership, credibility) push contestants toward express-
ing excessive confidence in the quality of their advice.
For producers to benefit from making exaggerated
claims about their certainty, the benefits they gain
from such exaggeration (in terms of increased influ-
ence or credibility) must outweigh the reputational
costs of being wrong. We begin by examining these
benefits and costs.

2. Benefits of Expressing Certainty
and Risks of Being Wrong

There is indeed some evidence that people are more
persuaded by confident others. Financial advisors
who insist they know whether stocks will go up or
down in the future are seen as more credible and
trustworthy than advisors who express modest confi-
dence, even when both predict which way the stock’s
price goes with equal accuracy (Price and Stone 2004).
Political experts who claim more certainty and make
more extreme predictions are in more demand by the
media (Tetlock 2005). Sniezek and Van Swol (2001)
found that advisors who expressed more confidence
earned greater trust, were more likely to have their
advice followed, and engendered more confidence in
those receiving their advice. Charismatic and vision-
ary leaders can benefit the organizations they man-
age by marshalling action both inside (Westley and
Mintzberg 1989) and outside (Flynn and Staw 2004)
the firm. Clearly, their motivating influence is more
due to the inspiration they provide than the care-
ful calibration of their confidence judgments (House
1977, Conger and Kanungo 1987).
Overconfidence has been called “perhaps the most

robust finding in the psychology of judgment”
(DeBondt and Thaler 1995, p. 389). Overprecision, the
excessive certainty that one has the right answer, is
the most robust variety of overconfidence (Moore and
Healy 2008). The best current theory to account for
the ubiquity of overprecision in judgment has to do
with its value in communication. Yaniv and Foster
(1995, 1997) argue that people express overprecision
because it increases the informativeness of what they
say. For example, if pressed to estimate the gross
domestic product (GDP) of the United States in 2009,
individuals can maximize their chances of being right
by saying, “Somewhere between zero and infinity.” It
would be considerably more informative for them to
estimate that it is between $15 and $16 trillion. The
second estimate would be wrong—the actual GDP

in 2009 was, according to the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) World Factbook (2010), $14.4 trillion. But
it would nevertheless be a much more useful estimate.
So it might be reasonable to expect that consumers
of advice, those who look to leaders for guidance, or
those in search of a credible expert, would place value
in having more precise estimates even if they came at
the cost of accuracy.
But more precise advice is really only useful if it

is closer to the truth. Estimating the GDP at between
$208 and $210 trillion, while precise, would be mis-
leading. The key question, then, is whether confi-
dence is positively correlated with accuracy. Often it
is (Lindsay et al. 1998, Bornstein and Zickafoose 1999,
Sniezek and Van Swol 2001). Naturally, there are some
important exceptions, in which confidence and accu-
racy are uncorrelated, such as in eyewitness testimony
(Wells and Olson 2003, Brewer and Wells 2006) and
detecting others’ deception (DePaulo et al. 1997). An
advisor’s own confidence that he or she has made the
correct prediction may be the only clue available, and
it may well be better than nothing. It may therefore be
perfectly sensible for people to prefer confident advi-
sors. This reasoning underlies our first hypothesis.

Hypothesis 1. People will prefer more confident advi-
sors, ceteris paribus.

Being wrong is, of course, the risk created by claims
of certainty. Those who make the most confident pre-
dictions will have the most egg on their faces when
they turn out to be wrong. Kerry’s rejoinder to Bush’s
admonition in the 2004 Presidential debate was, “It’s
one thing to be certain, but you can be certain and be
wrong” (South Florida Sun-Sentinel 2004). After insist-
ing that Saddam Hussein’s Iraq possessed weapons
of mass destruction, Bush lost a great deal of credibil-
ity when none were found (Ricks 2006). And there is
indeed some good research evidence that highlights
the risk of claiming confidence and being wrong.
Tenney et al. (2007) showed that eyewitnesses who
claimed complete confidence regarding a key fact that
later turned out to be false lost credibility. Tenney
et al. (2008) showed further that witnesses establish
their own credibility best by showing good calibration
and knowing when they are correct.
We ought to expect the risks of overprecision to

increase over time, as the chickens come home to
roost and people figure out that leaders’ bold assur-
ances can be wrong. On the other hand, Pfeffer (1992)
wrote that there was little evidence that overconfi-
dent managers were often “uncovered” and held to
account when their decisions turn out badly for their
organizations. Indeed, he wrote, “there are numerous
examples of organizations behaving, for quite pre-
dictable reasons, in exactly the opposite way. As a
consequence, the opportunity to use information and
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analysis as potent political weapons is available, and
those with the skills and knowledge of how to do so
can often � � �gain substantial power and influence in
their organizations” (p. 249).
One might well ask why it is that these advisors—

who may be wildly overconfident, and therefore
frequently wrong—do not suffer damage to their rep-
utations. The answer is that they do, to some degree,
but that these costs do not outweigh the clear benefits
of asserting confidence. As Tetlock (2005) observed,
the lack of clear and immediate feedback is a strong
impediment for such a reckoning. The actual deci-
sions made by advisors and other agents are custom-
arily decoupled from the actual outcomes associated
with those judgments. Because the feedback takes too
long to arrive, people forget (Pfeffer 1992). During
the late 1990s, for instance, a fervent policy debate
raged over the possible repeal of the Glass-Steagall
Act, which restricted the combination of commercial
and investment banking interests. Proponents of the
repeal contended that the removal of these barriers
would strengthen the capabilities of U.S. financial
institutions whereas opponents warned that repeal
would put the economy at risk. The repeal occurred
in 1999 yet it was not until nearly a decade later that
the global financial crisis confirmed the fears of those
who spoke against repeal (Vekshin 2009). By this time,
it was difficult to remember the content of the orig-
inal debate and many of the players had already
left public accountability (such as retired Senator Phil
Gramm, sponsor of the repeal).
Such an environment appears ripe for the overcon-

fident to gain more than they lose in the marketplace,
leading to our second hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2. The selection decisions of customers of
advice will depend more on the advisors’ expressed confi-
dence than on the advisors’ previous accuracy.

3. Further Predictions
In this paper, we focus on the effects of competi-
tion between advisors and other market forces on
advisors’ motivation to express excessive confidence
in the accuracy of their judgment. We predict that
markets in which advisors compete with one another
will lead to increases in the overprecision of their
advice over time, as marked by increasing confidence
in excess of any gains in accuracy. Our reasoning
for these predictions is twofold. First, the certainty
advisors express in the market environment depends
upon both personal confidence and the confidence
expressed by rival producers of judgment. Thus the
system rewards advisors not only for being confident
but especially for being more confident than their
competitors. If everyone is trying to be more con-
fident than everyone else, escalation will likely fol-
low (Lichtendahl and Winkler 2007). Second, advisors

can use competitors to infer the behaviors necessary
for success in the market. Advisors who succeed by
expressing highly precise estimates can recognize that
they express higher confidence than their rivals. Con-
versely, advisors who express imprecise estimates and
fail to attract customers can observe the greater cer-
tainty expressed by more successful advisors. Cus-
tomers will substantiate these patterns by displaying
a preference for confident advice (Yaniv and Foster
1995). This leads us to our third hypothesis.

Hypothesis 3. In the competitive market, advisors will
increase their expressions of confidence over time.

Although the behavior of advisors in such a mar-
ketplace can be viewed as a proper response to the
information and incentives at hand, the pursuit of
confidence is more problematic for those seeking
advice and leadership. Corporations, when selecting
leaders, often appear to be willing to pay a premium
for managers whose confidence and bravado make
them charismatic (Khurana 2004). However, there
is also clear evidence that overconfident CEOs can
get their firms into trouble (Hayward and Hambrick
1997, Hayward et al. 2006, Malmendier and Tate
2005). Because we expect customers’ preference for
confidence to encourage excessive confidence among
advisors, we expect that customers’ reliance on such
overconfident advice will impair the quality of their
own judgments and performance.

Hypothesis 4. When customers select more confident
advisors, their performance will be impaired.

We present an experimental test of our hypotheses
because field data include important limitations with
regard to testing the predictions. First, aspiring lead-
ers, politicians, or advisors rarely make statements
of confidence that are clear enough that we could
test their accuracy. Second, even if we could obtain
such unambiguous statements of belief, it is often dif-
ficult to obtain data on outcomes that would allow
us to estimate the degree of overconfidence in the
initial claim. Without these measures, it is impossi-
ble to assess the possibility that advisors are justified
in making confident statements and customers are
right to prefer them. Our experimental setup removes
many of these ambiguities and allows for a clearer
test of our theory.

4. Study 1
4.1. Design
We constructed a laboratory market in which decision
makers in the role of guesser (i.e., receiver) completed
eight rounds of an estimation task. In each round,
guessers first had the opportunity to select advice
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from one of four other participants in the role of advi-
sor (i.e., producer). Guessers earned money based on
the accuracy of their estimates in each round. Advi-
sors earned money based on the number of guessers
in each round who chose to receive their advice.
The task involved estimating the weights of other

people based solely on their pictures. We used pho-
tographs from a previous study (Moore and Klein
2008) that spanned a wide range of weight values
(127 to 208 pounds) and represented varying levels
of difficulty in identifying the correct weight. Partic-
ipants first viewed a color picture of the individual.
After examining the picture, they filled out a deci-
sion sheet that listed a series of 10-pound weight
ranges between 120 and 219 pounds (we also pro-
vided equivalent ranges in kilograms). For each of the
ranges, they indicated their confidence level (between
0% and 100%) that the target’s actual weight fell
within that particular range.

4.2. Participants
Ninety-eight individuals participated in 13 sessions of
the study (35% female; mean age = 23�8, SD = 5�8).
They were recruited from a university research pool
of community members interested in participating in
studies for pay. We advertised the study as involving
“estimation tasks” in which participants would earn
money based on decisions made during the course
of the session. Each session consisted of four advi-
sors and a variable number of guessers (between two
and six).

4.3. Procedures
Upon arriving at a session, four participants were ran-
domly assigned to the advisor role while the remain-
ing participants were assigned to the guesser role.
All participants read instructions that described the
weight guessing task and their specific role in detail.
The instructions also briefly described the other role
and its incentive structure.
At the start of each round, advisors received the

picture of one of the target individuals. The order
of the eight targets was randomly determined for
each experimental session. Advisors then estimated
the likelihood that the target’s weight fell in each
of the 10-pound intervals from 120 to 220 pounds.
The narrowness of this subjective probability distribu-
tion reflected the advisors’ confidence in the accuracy
of his or her estimate. After collecting all the confi-
dence estimates, the experimenter publicly posted a
subset of these estimates for each of the four advi-
sors to serve as a signal of advisor confidence. At
this point in the experiment, guessers only saw how
confident advisors claimed to be but not the weights
corresponding to those confidence levels. We used
this procedure to capture the imprecise signaling

Table 1 Outline of the Market Interface Utilized in Study 1

Example advisor responses

Advisor blue Advisor green Advisor red Advisor yellow
Weight confidence % confidence % confidence % confidence %

120–129 pounds 5
130–139 pounds 5
140–149 pounds 20
150–159 pounds 50 20
160–169 pounds 15 10 20
170–179 pounds 70 5 40
180–189 pounds 15 5 10 100
190–199 pounds 10
200–209 pounds
210–219 pounds

Example public information for guessers

Advisor blue Advisor green Advisor red Advisor yellow

15 20 20
70 50 20 100
15 10 40

that occurs in many real-world contexts. Prospective
agents (advisors, leaders, etc.) do not necessarily pro-
vide a full explanation of how they would do their
jobs and how they would handle every situation that
arises. Instead, they can only attempt to convey con-
fidence in the strategies they would implement if
hired, such as promising “steady leadership” without
a great deal of specificity about what that means.
The posted information consisted of each advisor’s

confidence for three adjacent intervals. The chosen
intervals always included the advisor’s peak confi-
dence level and two additional intervals so that they
included the largest summed confidence of that advi-
sor. Each advisor was randomly assigned a common
color (blue, green, red, or yellow) that identified him
or her over all eight rounds. This allowed advisors
to form reputations with guessers. Table 1 illustrates
this procedure.
Guessers viewed the public signal of advisor con-

fidence and used a computer chat program to com-
municate their choice of advisor to the experimenter,
who then sent each guesser the complete confidence
distribution of the advisor he or she chose (including
the corresponding weights). Guessers then received
the target individual’s picture and filled out their
own confidence estimates that the target’s weight fell
within each of the 10-pound intervals. At the conclu-
sion of the round, the experimenter announced the
correct weight of the target individual and the num-
ber of guessers that chose each advisor. To reduce the
likelihood of participants intentionally altering their
behavior as the endgame approached and reputations
became worth less, we kept them unaware of the
duration of the task until announcing the conclusion
of the study after the eighth round.
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Guessers and advisors faced different financial
incentives, intended to mirror those faced by many
real producers and receivers of advice. The earnings
for guessers increased with accuracy and were calcu-
lated each round using the following quadratic scor-
ing rule (Selten 1998): $4∗pc −$2∗�p2, where p is the
probability assigned for a given interval and pc is the
probability assigned to the correct interval. This func-
tion rewards guessers for assigning high probabilities
to the correct weight interval and penalizes them for
assigning high probabilities to incorrect intervals. Par-
ticipants’ instructions told them truthfully: “This for-
mula may appear complicated, but what it means for
you is very simple: You get paid more when you pro-
vide accurate estimates of the target person’s weight.”
Earnings for advisors were based on their rate of
selection, using the formula $2 ∗ g, where g is the
percentage of guessers that chose to receive the advi-
sor’s estimates. This function rewards advisors when
more individuals select them and also allows for sim-
ilar payoffs across sessions with varying numbers of
guessers.

4.4. Measures

4.4.1. Confidence. We took peak confidence as the
maximum confidence level individuals assigned to
any of the weight intervals for a given target. We also
utilized a second measure, correct confidence, based
on the confidence level individuals assigned to the
weight interval containing a target’s actual weight. So,
if for a 145-pound target a guesser estimated likeli-
hoods of 30%, 60%, and 10% that the target’s weight
fell in the respective intervals of 140–149 pounds,
150–159 pounds, and 160–169 pounds, the score for
this measure would be 30%. The correct confidence
value serves as an initial, superficial indicator of
accuracy.

4.4.2. Range. We computed a simple measure for
confidence range as the total number of intervals to
which an individual assigned non-zero confidence
levels for a given picture. We could have used a
more intricate measure to capture the distribution of
confidence, such as one based on the variance, but
chose the simpler measure, assuming that it is rea-
sonable to expect that guessers could recognize the
basic spread of confidence but not necessarily more
statistically complex measures. As a precaution, we
ran alternative models replacing the range measure
with a variance-based measure yet found no substan-
tive changes to our results.

4.4.3. Accuracy. As a measure of accuracy, we uti-
lized the quadratic scoring rule used to compute
guesser payoffs. Recall that this function yields higher
payoffs for assigning greater confidence to the correct
weight interval and lower values for assigning greater
confidence to incorrect intervals.

4.4.4. Selection. Because sessions consisted of dif-
ferent numbers of guessers, we utilized the percent-
age of guessers choosing an advisor as the selection
variable. We calculated this by dividing the number
of guessers that chose a given advisor by the total
number of guessers in the market.

4.5. Results

4.5.1. Overprecision. We first examined whether
advisors displayed overprecision in their weight esti-
mates. To do so, we contrasted their average peak
confidence levels to the actual hit rates of those peak
confidence levels for the true weight of the given
target. Evidence of overprecision emerges strongly.
Advisors provided an average peak confidence of
59%, but this peak confidence corresponded to the
correct weight interval only 15% of the time. A paired
t-test reveals this difference to be significant, t�51� =
16�44, p < 0�001. A similar pattern held for guessers,
though not quite to the same level of severity.
Guessers provided an average peak confidence of
56%, but this peak confidence corresponded to the
correct weight interval only 29% of the time, t�45� =
8�04, p < 0�001.

4.5.2. Advisors Selection. We investigated how
advisors’ estimates impacted the rate at which they
were favored by guessers. To test this, we utilized
regression analyses (controlling for session and indi-
vidual advisor effects) using the selection by guessers
as the dependent variable. Peak confidence, accuracy,
the number of guessers, and round number served
as independent variables in Model 1. We added vari-
ables in Model 2 accounting for previous round
values of peak confidence, accuracy, and selection.
Because guessers who selected an advisor previously
should be able to better assess that advisor’s accuracy,
our third model includes an interaction between pre-
vious accuracy and previous selection. The results of
these analyses are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2 Regression Results for Advisor Selection in Study 1

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Round −0�077∗ −0�078† −0�077†

Number of guessers 0�115∗ 0�117 0�046
Peak confidence 0�300∗∗ 0�294∗∗ 0�293∗∗

Accuracy −0�014 −0�023 −0�026
Previous selection −0�201∗∗ −0�152∗

Previous peak confidence 0�063 0�045
Previous accuracy −0�016 −0�172†

Previous accuracy ∗ previous 0�221∗

selection
R 2 0�224 0�281 0�302

Notes. Standardized � weights for independent variables. Controls for indi-
vidual advisors are included in all models but not shown. Standard errors
clustered by market session.

†p < 0�10; ∗p < 0�05; ∗∗p < 0�01; ∗∗∗p < 0�001.
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In the full Model 3, the effect of peak confidence is
significant (� = 0�29, p < 0�01). This provides support
for Hypothesis 1, that increased confidence would
help advisors attract guessers. Accuracy, by contrast,
is not a significant predictor of selection. However,
we do find some evidence of reputation effects when
accounting for the previous round variables. The
interaction between previous accuracy and previous
selection is significant (� = 0�22, p < 0�05). This sug-
gests that advisors may be penalized for poorer accu-
racy in prior rounds, but only among those guessers
who chose them and were therefore exposed to their
overconfident estimates. Consistent with Hypothe-
sis 2, we find that the benefits of claiming certainty
are stronger than the reputational costs of inaccuracy
in previous rounds (F �1�12� = 6�27, p < 0�05).

4.5.3. Changes in Estimates over Time. Hypoth-
esis 3 predicted that advisors in the market environ-
ment would grow more confident with their estimates
over time, as evidenced by narrower distributions
and higher peak confidence levels. This indeed was
the case. Advisor confidence distributions constricted
over time. Advisors used an average range of 4.08
intervals in Round 1, but decreased to 3.02 intervals in
Round 8. This negative trend for range is significant
(F �1�12� = 21�58, p < 0�001). As shown in Figure 1,
peak confidence levels also displayed increasing pre-
cision. In Round 1, advisors on average offered peak
confidence levels of 52% whereas in Round 8, their
average peak confidence increased to 65%. The lin-
ear trend in confidence is significant (F �1�12� = 13�62,
p < 0�01).
This increase in confidence cannot be attributed

to increased calibration with the correct target
weights. As shown in Figure 1, advisors made no
improvements over time for the confidence they pro-
vided in the correct weight interval (F �1�12� = 1�05,

Figure 1 Peak and Correct Interval Confidence for Advisors in Study 1
and Study 2
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Table 3 Mediation Test for Guesser Payoffs in Study 1

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Guesser Guesser peak Guesser
Dependent variable performance confidence performance

Advisor peak confidence −0�169∗ 0�353∗∗∗ −0�051
Guesser peak confidence −0�337∗∗

R 2 0�029 0�124 0�128

Note. Standardized � weights for independent variables.
∗p < 0�05; ∗∗p < 0�01; ∗∗∗p < 0�001.

p = 0�33). Moreover, our measure of accuracy using
the quadratic scoring rule reveals a nonsignificant
trend toward decreasing accuracy (F �1�12� = 0�21, p =
0�66). As a whole, these results show advisors express-
ing higher degrees of confidence over time but not
necessarily providing better estimates.

4.5.4. Guesser Performance. Advisors clearly
benefit from the unwarranted escalations in their
expressions of confidence. This is not necessarily
detrimental to the exchange relationship as a whole
if these inflated estimates do not directly impair the
performance of the guessers relying on the advisors.
However, Hypothesis 4 predicts that such displays
of confidence by their chosen advisors will adversely
affect guessers. Specifically, we expected that higher
advisor confidence expressions would have a negative
effect on guesser performance (i.e., their payoffs)
and this would be driven by the influence of advi-
sor confidence on guessers’ own expressions of
confidence.
We ran the necessary mediation analyses to test this

prediction, as summarized in Table 3. In Model 1,
we find that there is a significant negative relation-
ship between advisor peak confidence and guesser
performance. Using the criteria offered by Baron and
Kenny (1986), the relationship between advisor confi-
dence and guesser performance is completely medi-
ated by the peak confidence expressed by guessers
themselves, as shown in Models 2 and 3 (Sobel test:
z = −3�14, p < 0�01). Thus Hypothesis 4 is supported.

4.6. Discussion
The results of Study 1 show a clear pattern of advi-
sor behavior in the market. Advisors’ statements
become more precise over time, as evidenced by
higher peak confidence levels and a narrower range
of estimates. Further analyses show that greater peak
confidence helps attract guessers’ business. Interest-
ingly, guessers did not benefit from choosing confi-
dent advisors. Instead, guessers who chose advisors
expressing high levels of confidence responded by
providing higher confidence levels in their own esti-
mates. These overly confident estimates unfortunately
diminished their subsequent payoffs.
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Taken together, we see that evaluating the effec-
tiveness of markets for judgment depends largely
upon one’s vantage point. For advisors, markets exac-
erbated their tendencies toward overprecision and
inflated confidence. Yet as previous researchers have
noted (e.g., Yaniv and Foster 1995, 1997), it is inap-
propriate to evaluate producers of judgment solely
according to criteria associated with accuracy when
such producers may be responding to other impor-
tant motivations. The view for receivers appears less
ambiguous. Advisor confidence ideally should pro-
vide useful information for them to utilize in their
own decision making. Instead, confidence influences
receiver decisions though ultimately leads to poorer
performance. But we see these wounds as largely self-
inflicted. By rewarding advisors for expressing confi-
dence while not adequately penalizing them for being
wrong, customers in the market are essentially “get-
ting what they paid for.”

5. Study 2
Although the market-based study supported our
hypotheses, we cannot be certain that the market
environment differentiates itself from other exchange
structures. It should be the case that these patterns
do not generalize to nonmarket scenarios in which
competition between advisors is absent. To investi-
gate this possibility, we conducted a second study in
which guessers and advisors did not come together
through the market but were instead paired for the
duration of the task. Instead of choosing among advi-
sors, guessers decided whether to solicit the estimates
of a single available advisor.

5.1. Design
The study replicated the essential features of Study 1.
Over the course of eight rounds, guessers completed
the weight-estimation task for the same targets and
had the opportunity to receive aid from an advisor
prior to making their estimates. The key distinction in
Study 2 was that advisors supplied private estimates
for use by individual guessers instead of operating
through the market environment. Thus guessers also
relied upon only a single advisor.

5.2. Participants
Eighty individuals participated in 13 sessions (40%
female; mean age = 23�6, SD = 5�7). They were
recruited from the same research participant pool as
in Study 1 using a similar advertisement. Sessions
consisted of a variable number of advisor-guesser
pairs (between one and five).

5.3. Procedures
We randomly assigned participants in each session
to the role of either guesser or advisor and then
created random advisor-guesser pairings. Sessions

progressed in the same manner as in Study 1 with
the following exceptions. Instead of selecting from
all advisors based on their publicly available infor-
mation, guessers decided whether or not to receive
the estimates of their paired advisors based on pri-
vate information they viewed. This private signal
consisted of the advisors’ confidence levels for three
adjacent intervals (without corresponding weights),
constructed identically to the public information in
Study 1. In other words, guessers saw a set of
responses similar to one of the columns at the bottom
of Table 1.
We modified the payoff functions of both guessers

and advisors to account for these changes. Guessers
still earned money for their weight estimates based
on the same function. However, each time guessers
chose to receive their advisors’ complete estimates,
they incurred a cost of $0.25. We included this feature
to mirror the opportunity cost paid by guessers in
the market study (in which choosing one advisor’s
estimate meant forgoing the advice of the alternative
advisors). Advisors earned $2 for each round in which
their guesser chose to receive their estimate.

5.4. Results

5.4.1. Overprecision. We again examined whe-
ther advisors and guessers displayed overprecision
in their estimates. Overprecision emerges strongly in
Study 2 as well. Advisors provided an average peak
confidence of 54%, but this peak confidence corre-
sponded to the accurate weight interval only 20%
of the time. A paired t-test reveals this difference to
be significant, t�39� = 11�00, p < 0�001. Guessers pro-
vided an average peak confidence of 56%, but this
peak confidence corresponded to the accurate weight
interval only 27% of the time. This difference also is
revealed to be significant by a paired t-test, t�39� =
8�87, p < 0�001.

5.4.2. Advisor Selection. We also examined what
factors affected the likelihood that guessers would
choose to receive the estimates of their advisors, cor-
responding to the analyses done in Study 1. The selec-
tion variable for this study took on values of 1 if
the guesser chose the advice and took on values of
0 otherwise. We constructed a logit model utilizing
selection as the dependent variable with the follow-
ing predictors (also controlling for individual advisor
effects): advisor peak confidence, accuracy, previous
peak confidence, previous accuracy, previous selec-
tion, and round number. In Model 3, we included the
interaction terms between previous accuracy and pre-
vious selection to mirror the Study 1 analyses. The
results of the analysis are summarized in Table 4.
Of the current round variables, only advisor peak

confidence significantly increases the likelihood of
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Table 4 Logit Regression Results for Advisor Selection in Study 2

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Round −0�106∗∗∗ −0�037∗ −0�179∗

Peak confidence 5�780∗ 7�313∗∗ 4�522∗∗

Accuracy 0�367 0�406 0�099
Previous selection 1�535 0�650
Previous peak confidence 0�683 −1�421
Previous accuracy 0�739∗ 0�217
Previous accuracy ∗ previous 0�513

selection
Pseudo-R 2 0�067 0�093 0�100

∗p < 0�05; ∗∗p < 0�01; ∗∗∗p < 0�001.

guessers selecting their advisor’s estimates (p < 0�01).
This suggests that, as in Study 1, guessers rewarded
advisors’ expressions of confidence. Several of the
variables concerning the previous round also emerge
as significant. Interestingly, as opposed to Study 1, the
impact of previous advisor accuracy did not depend
on whether the advice actually had been selected.
The accuracy X selection interaction is not significant
(Model 3, p = 0�20), whereas the main effect for accu-
racy is significant (Model 2, p < 0�05).
Finally, we must note a significant negative effect

for round (p < 0�05). In later rounds, guessers are less
likely to select their advisors. This may reflect the fact
that advisor accuracy is relatively poor, especially in
early rounds. While 40% of guessers select their advi-
sors in the first round, only 10% of guessers select
their advisors in the last round.

5.4.3. Changes in Estimates over Time. Here we
examine how advisor estimates evolve over time in
the stable exchange relationship and contrast those
patterns with the ones shown earlier in Study 1.
Differences between the two studies emerge for the

span of the confidence estimates. Advisors show no
changes to the range of their estimates over time
(F �1�39� = 0�05, p = 0�83), which increase from 3.88
intervals in Round 1 to only 3.93 in Round 8. The
trends in peak confidence across each round for advi-
sors are summarized in Figure 1. These trends show
some striking differences from Study 1. Advisors
show no significant changes over time for their peak
confidence (F �1�39� = 0�34, p = 0�56), on average 54%
in Round 1 and only 56% in Round 8. Nor does their
confidence assigned to the correct weight interval
change significantly (F �1�39� = 0�09, p = 0�76). Trends
in accuracy are similar to Study 1, in that advisors
display no changes to their accuracy in later rounds
(F �1�39� = 0�00, p = 0�99).

5.4.4. Guesser Performance. We also replicated
the mediation analyses for guesser performance, as
summarized in Table 5. In Model 1, we find that there
is a significant negative relationship between advi-
sor peak confidence and guesser performance. Using

Table 5 Mediation Test for Guesser Payoffs in Study 2

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Guesser Guesser peak Guesser
Dependent variable performance confidence performance

Advisor peak confidence −0�121∗ 0�287∗∗∗ −0�063∗∗∗

Guesser peak confidence −0�201
R 2 0�015 0�083 0�052

Note. Standardized � weights for independent variables.
∗p < 0�05; ∗∗p < 0�01; ∗∗∗p < 0�001.

the criteria offered by Baron and Kenny (1986), the
relationship between advisor confidence and guesser
performance is completely mediated by the peak con-
fidence expressed by guessers themselves, as shown
in Models 2 and 3 (Sobel test: z = −2�85, p < 0�01).
Interestingly, the impact of advisor confidence on
guesser performance is not dependent on guessers
actually viewing the advisors’ complete estimates, as
we find no significant effects if we account for an
interaction between selection and advisor peak confi-
dence (� = 0�255, p = 0�25).

5.5. Discussion
The results of Study 2 suggest that not all of the find-
ings from the market study generalize to less com-
petitive advice-exchange contexts. Unlike the market
environment, advisors here showed no changes over
time in their estimates in terms of peak confidence
or range. This occurred even though advisor selec-
tion still depended on a number of the same fac-
tors as it did in the market. Advisors expressing
greater peak confidence were more likely to be cho-
sen by their paired guessers, as were those who had
been more accurate in previous rounds. So advisor
behavior did not evolve over time even though the
incentives to be more confident remained similar. This
suggests the pressure of other advisors in the market
played a strong role in the escalating confidence in
the first study.
The consequences of advisor confidence for guesser

performance remained similar as well. When advi-
sors expressed more confidence in their estimates,
their paired guessers also expressed greater cer-
tainty, which subsequently resulted in lower payoffs.
This occurred regardless of whether advisor confi-
dence was seen in conjunction with its correspond-
ing values, suggesting that the influence of advisor
confidence at times may be quite subtle and indirect.
Consumers appeared not just to follow their advisors’
lead as to the specific value of the correct answer but
also took cues as to the appropriate level of confi-
dence to express even when choosing to ignore the
specific content of the available advice.
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6. Study 3
The results of Study 1 suggest that excessive expres-
sions of precision increase over time in competitive
judgment markets. In that study, the advisors were
relatively uniform in the sense that they all provided
their advice from the same common pool of infor-
mation (i.e., they gave individual estimates across a
certain span of intervals). However, it is often the
case that individuals will vary in the quality of infor-
mation they possess. For example, consider projec-
tions for the appreciation of a certain company’s
stock. Amateur traders may base their estimates on
some set of available information (news reports, per-
sonal observations, etc.) whereas analysts at large
financial firms will be able to augment their esti-
mates with the aid of superior information (advanced
statistics, models, etc.). It may be the case that the
presence of better informed advisors will lead to a
more stable and efficient market. Such advisors would
express greater confidence, provide better estimates,
and garner more influence and esteem than their
lesser informed counterparts.
Prior research, however, gives us little hope for

this ideal set of outcomes. Informed, expert advi-
sors remain plagued by overconfidence (Koehler et al.
2002, Tetlock 2005). McKenzie et al. (2008) demon-
strate how expert and novice estimates may provide
fundamentally different estimates that still suffer from
similar magnitudes of overconfidence. Compared to
novices, more expert advisors produce estimates that
are more closely centered on the correct answer but
are also overly narrow. When combined, these charac-
teristics lead to a negligible net benefit as hit rates for
experts mirror those of novices. These prior findings
lead to the following predictions:

Hypothesis 5. More informed advisors will exhibit
greater overprecision in their estimates than less informed
advisors.

Hypothesis 6. More informed advisors will pro-
duce more accurate estimates than their less informed
counterparts.

Hypothesis 7. More informed advisors will produce
narrower estimates than their less informed counterparts.

In addition to these considerations, we used
Study 3 as an opportunity to gain further insights
into how producers and receivers utilize expressions
of confidence in their respective roles. So far, we have
done so only indirectly through our quantitative anal-
yses. In Study 3 we supplemented these analyses with
qualitative response data provided by both advisors
and guessers. We examined this response data within
a new categorical framework that addresses the intri-
cate tactics employed by producers and receivers of
confidence judgments.

6.1. Design and Procedures
We preserved the basic selection and exchange sys-
tem of Study 1 but made a few notable modifications.
The estimation task lasted 10 rounds instead of eight
to allow for more exchanges between advisors and
guessers. We also utilized a new estimation task to
ensure that our results are not confined to the idiosyn-
crasies of a single task. In each round, advisors and
guessers received a target film and had to estimate
in which decade that movie had won the Academy
Award for Best Picture. We randomly selected target
Best Picture winners from the complete pool of award
recipients from 1928 to 1999, thereby excluding win-
ners in the last decade as potentially too easy. Partici-
pants indicated their confidence that a movie won the
Oscar in each of the eight decades from the 1920s to
the 1990s. Advisors completed paper decision sheets
similar to those used in the previous studies whereas
guessers recorded their estimates on a computer sur-
vey platform (to expedite payoff calculations at the
end of the session).
The main distinction for Study 3 involved the

degree of information that advisors had when they
made their estimates. Low-information advisors did
not receive any hints as to the correct answers.
High-information advisors had the possible range of
decades narrowed to four. This four-decade range
consisted of either 1920s–1950s or 1960s–1990s and
always included the correct decade. For example, a
high-information advisor would receive answer choices
of 1920s, 1930s, 1940s, 1950s for the 1943 Best Pic-
ture winner Casablanca but would receive answer
choices of 1960s, 1970s, 1980s, 1990s for the 1972
Best Picture winner The Godfather. Conversely, a low-
information advisor would receive answer choices of
1920s, 1930s, 1940s, 1950s, 1960s, 1970s, 1980s, 1990s
for both Casablanca and The Godfather. Advisors main-
tained their high or low status throughout a session
so that reputation formation could occur. Each session
contained two of each type of advisor and we dis-
tributed high across all four color code names (blue,
green, red, yellow) for different sessions.
Payoff functions took the form of scaled-down ver-

sions of the payoffs from previous studies. The earn-
ings for guessers were calculated each round using
the following quadratic scoring rule: $2∗pc −$1∗�p2,
where p is the probability assigned to a given inter-
val and pc is the probability assigned to the correct
interval. Earnings for advisors were based on the for-
mula $1∗g, where g is the percentage of guessers that
chose to receive the advisor’s estimates in that round.
After the final round of the estimation task, par-

ticipants completed questionnaires. In addition to
some demographic items, both guessers and advisors
responded to a free response question. We asked advi-
sors to describe how they decided to complete their
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confidence estimates and asked guessers to describe
how they chose their advisors.

6.2. Participants
One hundred individuals participated in 13 sessions
of the study (48% female; mean age= 20�2, SD = 1.13).
They were recruited from a university research pool
of individuals interested in participating in studies for
course credit. We advertised the study as involving
“estimation tasks” in which participants would have
the opportunity to earn money based on decisions
made during the course of the session (in addition to
their hour of research credit). Each session consisted
of four advisors and between two and five guessers
(mean= 3�69, SD = 1.32).

6.3. Quantitative Results
The measures and analyses paralleled those used in
the previous studies. We also created the dummy vari-
able high information, which took on values of 1 for
the more informed advisors and 0 otherwise.

6.3.1. Overprecision. As in the previous studies,
advisors displayed overprecision in their estimates,
as measured by the differences between their aver-
age peak confidence levels and the actual hit rates of
those peak confidence levels. Advisors provided an
average peak confidence of 59%, but this peak con-
fidence corresponded to the accurate decade inter-
val only 39% of the time. A paired t-test reveals this
difference to be significant, t�51� = 5�05, p < 0�001.
High- and low-information advisors displayed simi-
lar levels of overprecision, consistent with Hypothe-
sis 5. A similar pattern of overprecision also held for
guessers. Guessers provided an average peak confi-
dence of 65%, but this peak confidence corresponded
to the correct interval only 44% of the time. This dif-
ference also is revealed to be significant by a paired
t-test, t�47� = 7�84, p < 0�001.

6.3.2. Differences Between High- and Low-
Information Advisors and Changes in Estimates
over Time. We tested whether advisors would grow
more confident over time, as in Study 1. This was
generally the case, as shown in Figure 2. In Round 1,
advisors offered peak confidence levels averaging
47%, whereas in Round 10, their peak confidence
increased to 67%. The linear trend in confidence
approaches significance (F �1�12� = 4�66, p = 0�05),
providing some additional support for Hypothesis 3.
Interestingly, no significant differences emerge as a
consequence of whether advisors were in the high-
information condition (all ps > 0�46). As in the pre-
vious study, the increases in confidence cannot be
attributed to increased calibration with the correct tar-
get answers. As shown in Figure 2, advisors made no
improvements over time for the confidence they pro-
vided in the correct decade (F �1�12� = 0�15, p = 0�71).

Figure 2 Peak and Correct Interval Confidence for High- and
Low-Information Advisors in Study 3
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In fact, this nonsignificant trend moves downward,
meaning advisors became nonsignificantly less accu-
rate over time. Naturally, high-information advisors
did provide higher confidence in the correct decade
(F �1�12� = 8�25, < 0�05) but showed no difference in
this rate over time (F �1�12� = 2�13, = 0�17).
Additionally, confidence distributions again con-

stricted over time. Advisors had an average range of
4.15 in Round 1 which decreased to 3.04 in Round 10.
The negative trend for range is significant, F �1�12� =
6�92, p < 0�05. High-information advisors also offered
narrower ranges (mean = 3�03, SD = 0�83) than did
the less informed advisors (mean = 3�73, SD = 1�58),
F �1�12� = 10�54, p < 0�01). These results support
Hypothesis 6. Both types of advisors decreased the
range of their advice at the same rate, as indicated
by the lack of a significant interaction between high
information and round, F �1�12� = 0�29, p = 0�60.
Accuracy, as measured by the quadratic scoring

rule, does not improve, and actually decreases across
rounds, F �1�12� = 5�51, p < 0�05. High-information
advisors show some signs of being more accurate,
F �1�12� = 3�70, p < 0�10, providing some support for
Hypothesis 7. This rate did not change significantly
for less informed advisors, F �1�12� = 1�96, p = 0�19.

6.4. Qualitative Results
After completing the 10 rounds of the estimation
task, participants answered free-response questions
relating to two important thought processes: advisors’
expressions of confidence and guessers’ selection of
advisors. Using the classification scheme described
below, two independent coders recorded when par-
ticipants’ descriptions of their thought processes fit
within the defined categories. The inter-rater relia-
bility achieved an acceptable level for both advisor
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responses (Cohen’s � = 0�75) and guesser responses
(Cohen’s � = 0�78). In cases of coder disagreement, the
judgments of a third coder served as tiebreaker. For
the sake of brevity, we have listed only those cate-
gories used in our subsequent analyses. We provide a
description of each category and include a representa-
tive quotation from the actual participant responses.

6.4.1. Advisor and Guesser Categories. For advi-
sors, we first coded whether they indicated a pref-
erence for expressing high confidence (appearing more
confident in their answers than warranted by their
actual beliefs, marked by higher peak confidence lev-
els and narrower distributions: “Tried to estimate
large numbers”), tempered confidence (providing con-
fidence that is more muted, marked by lower peak
confidence levels and wider distributions: “I did not
guess to [sic] extreme”), or knowledge-based responses
(basing estimates on their true beliefs: “I just went
with the actual percent I was sure”). We also exam-
ined whether advisors held underlying motives based
on their selection (concern for being chosen by poten-
tial customers: “I wanted people to pick me”) or their
reputation (concern for the opinions guessers form
about their viability as advisors in the future: “If I was
wrong, guessers may not have kept choosing me”).
For guessers, we coded whether they described

choosing advisors according to the advisors’ high con-
fidence (advisors that express a high peak confidence
level and provide a narrow distribution for their esti-
mates: “The advisor that was most certain about there
[sic] estimate by having the highest percentage in one
confidence level”), tempered confidence (advisors who
provide lower peak confidence levels and a wider dis-
tribution for their estimates: “Picking the ones with
confidence levels that seemed more spread out”),
or track record (estimates provided by the advisors
and/or the outcomes associated with choosing certain
advisors in previous rounds: “Red or blue seemed
most reliable, green was always way off”).

6.4.2. Comparison Between Advisor and Guesser
Responses. Seventy-nine percent of advisors indi-
cated that they constructed estimates based on their
actual knowledge, at least in part. However, evidence
from additional categories shows that this is by no
means the only consideration they took into account.
Perhaps the most striking convergence between

advisors and guessers is the preferences for high
confidence over more tempered confidence. Fifty-
eight percent of advisors mentioned high confidence
whereas only 29% referred to tempered confidence
(17% discussed both). Guessers show an even greater
propensity toward valuing high confidence than did
advisors, with 83% citing a preference for high con-
fidence and only 15% favoring tempered confidence
(with 10% discussing both). This suggests a general

tendency people have for giving and receiving more
confident advice. It also may indicate that advisors,
even if they do not personally feel the need to report
high confidence, anticipate (correctly) that guessers
have a predilection toward such confident displays.
Similarly, both sides exhibit a greater focus on cur-

rent rounds as opposed to previous or future rounds.
Whereas 31% of advisors mentioned concerns about
selection, only 10% conveyed concerns for reputa-
tion (and no advisors mentioned both). Guessers
showed an even greater disparity, as evidenced by
the difference between reputation statements and con-
fidence expression statements (either high or tem-
pered). Eighty-eight percent of guessers described
basing their decisions on the actual confidence levels
whereas only 35% included past performance as part
of their thought process (25% mentioned both).
Also of note, advisors indicating selection con-

cerns were more likely to mention high confidence
expressions than those who did not (88% versus
44%, Fisher’s Exact Test p < 0�01). Conversely, we
find that those expressing selection concerns were no
more likely to reference tempered confidence than
those who did not (31% versus 28%, Fisher’s Exact
Test p = 0�52).

6.5. Discussion
Results from the third study generally replicate those
of the first study, despite the presence of more
informed advisors. The market environment does lit-
tle to reduce overprecision in advisor estimates. Advi-
sor estimates do not start out well-calibrated. Over
time, their confidence increases further, despite the
absence of similar gains in accuracy. However, this
should not be too surprising considering how often
overconfidence is rewarded by guessers. Express-
ing high confidence clearly offers many benefits and
few costs.
Interestingly, constructing the markets with advi-

sors of different information levels did not fundamen-
tally change these inherent dynamics. More informed
advisors offered narrower, slightly more accurate esti-
mates, which is consistent with prior research (e.g.,
McKenzie et al. 2008). However, they also exhibited
trends in peak confidence and overprecision similar
to their less informed colleagues. Our results pro-
vide some important insights into why this occurs.
It is not enough for more expert and informed advi-
sors to rest on their inherent information advantages.
They must express higher confidence to compete with
other informed advisors and novice advisors who
themselves are attempting to attract guessers in the
marketplace.
The qualitative results of Study 3 shed further

light on the role of confidence in the social exchange
between producers and receivers of judgment. Pre-
vious studies have shown that producers advance
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different interests through their confidence estimates
(e.g., Yaniv and Foster 1995, 1997), which in turn
provide cues to receivers (e.g., Sniezek and Van
Swol 2001). Our results support these earlier argu-
ments while expanding and refining the scope of the
exchange dynamics. Although most advisors report
that they incorporate their actual knowledge into
their estimates, they also admit that these distribu-
tions often reflect deliberate shaping according to
some notion of what guessers may desire. These
may depend on how advisors weigh their underlying
interests. Expressions of high confidence are linked
to immediate selection goals, suggesting that advisors
attempt to display an inflated level of confidence to
improve their prospects in the near term.
However, this seemingly short-sighted strategy

often leads to success due to the equally limited vision
of the consumers of advice. These receivers suggest
that they evaluate advisor estimates more in isolation
than they do in combination with previous instances.
And they value estimates expressed with higher con-
fidence more than those offered with more tempered
confidence.

7. General Discussion
As economists back to Adam Smith (1776) have
pointed out, markets can cure many ills. Some indi-
vidual biases present in human judgment have less
impact in market settings (Gode and Sunder 1993,
Plott 1995). And markets can certainly concentrate
the rewards to popular products, services, or per-
sonalities (Frank and Cook 1995). But they are not
panaceas, and markets can fail (e.g., Akerlof 1970).
Here we present an example in which market com-
petition magnifies a bias present in individual judg-
ments. Human judgment is prone to overprecision
(Soll and Klayman 2004), and we observe substantial
overprecision in the advice offered across the vari-
ous studies. This carried over for the estimates offered
by other participants in the studies who had clear
incentives to make accurate judgments. However, this
bias in judgment was magnified by the presence of
the competitive markets for advice. Consumers fur-
thermore tended to pick the advice from those who
expressed more confidence that they had the right
answer.

7.1. Limitations and Future Directions
Important questions remain about how expressions
of confidence are used to gain credibility in com-
petitive market settings. Our experimental markets
included two features that we believe drive the esca-
lation of precision in the market environment: com-
petition between advisors and the ability to witness
the actions of other competitors. Both are normal fea-
tures of markets for advice and influence, so it was

sensible to include them both in our experimental
framework. However, future research would benefit
from determining the singular effects of each of these
components.
In this series of studies, we chose to focus on the

actual quantitative estimates as the sole information
by which producers and receivers communicate and
evaluate each other. Future research should begin to
take into account some of the more complex interac-
tions between the two parties in the social exchange.
Prior studies have shown that communication can
play an important role in how partners address unmet
expectations and restore cooperation (e.g., Bottom
et al. 2002). For instance, advisors may rationalize
away their shortcomings by attributing them to some
kind of mitigating circumstances. Offering such justi-
fications and counterfactual scenarios allows them to
claim that their chosen course of action would have
been correct “if only X had (or had not) occurred”
(see Tetlock 2005). Rather than having been wrong,
advisors can instead claim that they were “almost
right.” For example, Iraq War supporters contended
that their visions of success would have been real-
ized relatively quickly if not for various unforeseen
strategic missteps (e.g., initial shortages of troops on
the ground (Cloud and Schmitt 2006)) and polarizing
incidents (e.g., the bombing of the al-Askari Mosque
(Weisman and Worth 2006)).
Alternatively, advisors may attempt to convince

customers that “this time it’s different.” In other
words, advisors could argue that their previous fail-
ures should not be held against them because the
situation in which they previously appeared confi-
dent but wrong does not apply to the current envi-
ronment. This claim is, of course, the hallmark of
economic bubbles. Stock analysts during the dot-com
boom argued that old ways of measuring the value
of stocks did not apply any more and the new busi-
ness environment justified the grandiose valuations
common at the time (Glassman and Hassett 1999).
During the real estate boom of the mid-2000s, real
estate agents eagerly provided advice on how to buy
and sell homes, confident that the real estate market
would continue to go up indefinitely (Roberts and
Kraynak 2006, Kemp 2007). In the end, these predic-
tions were contradicted by the evidence, but some
of these advisors were able to get rich offering their
advice in the meantime.
In our experimental paradigm, advisors had no

avenues of communication through which they could
articulate any of these arguments. Although their
persistent claims of greater confidence, despite their
unimpressive prior accuracy, have similar implica-
tions on their own, it would be worth studying these
persuasive communications more deeply.
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We also should not presume that unfettered con-
fidence always remains unpunished while more
restrained confidence goes unrewarded. Some would-
be financial gurus receive a significant blow to their
reputations when their stock picks prove more miss
than hit (Alpert 2009) or their sweeping market fore-
casts fail to materialize (e.g., Glassman and Hassett
1999). Conversely, shrewd forecasters, often vilified
when making their less bombastic claims, may ulti-
mately gain credibility when their predictions prove
out (Mihm 2008, Sah et al. 2010). One potential cata-
lyst for these alternative outcomes is the availability
of enhanced information for potential customers. For
example, a vast collection of online resources (e.g.,
story archives, databases, blogs, etc.) has developed to
provide useful data to discerning consumers of poli-
tics, economics, sports, and numerous other domains.
Investigating the impact of these information dispar-
ities and other potential moderators would provide
important additional insights in to the types of judg-
ment markets we describe here.

7.2. Conclusion
Russo and Schoemaker (1992) make the case that esti-
mators can and should curtail overconfidence, which
also holds true for the primary decision makers (such
as managers) who rely on those estimates. The stud-
ies here call into question whether the authors’ appeal
to “metaknowledge” is the most fitting response on
either side. It is appropriate for decision makers to
recognize and account for the overconfident informa-
tion brought forth by their advisors, but it is perhaps
more important to address the systems that fuel and
sustain this overconfidence in the first place. As we
have shown, differences in the composition of these
exchange systems can have a significant influence on
the estimates they generate. For those selling their
advice, overconfidence seems to provide clear ben-
efits. With incentive structures in place that reward
such misplaced confidence, it should be no surprise
that overconfidence remains potent and pervasive.
If any further evidence is needed, we need only

turn our attention back to presidential politics. Many
American voters reported that the hubris of Bush’s
unfailing self-assurance helped accelerate the collapse
in his popularity when the war in Iraq and the U.S.
economy fared so poorly. John McCain, the Republi-
can candidate to succeed Bush as President, struggled
with how to position his candidacy given McCain’s
prior support for Bush and Bush’s low popular-
ity. McCain’s campaign was marked by inconsisten-
cies in his message and reversals in his campaign
strategy that stood in marked contrast to his oppo-
nent, Barack Obama. Political observers noted that,
unlike McCain, Obama displayed an unflappable self-
assurance throughout the campaign (Kantor 2008).
And we all know who won the Presidency in 2008.
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